
UV Resistance
Using Sysgration know-how in panel 

enhancement, we can increase the 
protection against UV and IR from 

solar radiation, we manage to perform 
100% UV Cut and 70% IR Cut. High Brightness Optical 

Bonding
Using optical bonding with high 
brightness panel, we remove all the 
air between touch and panel, it will 
give benefits such as: higher optical 
clarity, better sunlight readability, 
better LCD protection.

Enhanced Structure
Hold the panel 
throughout the 
mechanical adjustment, 
it will sustain the panel 
during harsh vibration.

IK Ratings for Vandalproof
To pass IK07, Sysgration 
designed the tempered glass 
enhancement to give anti 
vandalism.

Viewable Under Polarized Glasses
For the field worker sunglasses are a 
must-use equipment to support their 
outdoor activity. Some of the tablets can 
not be seen clearly when the worker 
using sunglasses, Sysgration has a 
solution to allow our tablet can be seen 
under the polarized sunglasses.

P-CAP Touch Gloves and 
Wet Modes

P-Cap technology allowing user 
to use gloves and hand during 

wet conditions to accommodate 
for different usage scenario.

Intelligent Thermal Detection
Cranking the backlight up to full 

bright will consume more battery 
and also generate heat that can 

affect the performance of tablet, 
Sysgration know-how in utilizing 
intelligent thermal detection will 

solve this issue.

Anti Fingerprint Coating
Will reduce the appearance and 

intrusiveness of fingerprints or oils on 
the screen, and many anti-fingerprint 
coatings are also hydrophobic (water 
resistant), and resistant to scratches 

and abrasions.
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Sysgration’s panel enhancement technologies to 
withstand the harsh environment.

A rugged tablet mounted in a car, construction, or agricultural vehicle is not 
only able to survive extreme vibration and temperature, but the unit must 
be withstanding the solar radiation. In this article, we are going to highlight 
the importance of panel enhancement technology from Sysgration to 
withstand harsh environment.
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To know more about our technologies and know-how in panel enhancement, 
We welcome you to visit our booth at COMPUTEX 2023.


